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On the Singularities of the Riemann Functions

o Mixed Problems or the Wave Equation
in Plane.Stratified Media.

By Mutsuhide MATSUMURA
Faculty o Science, Tokyo University o Education

(Communicated by K,Ssaku YOSIDA, M. $. A., June 8, 1976)

In this note we shall continue our study of the Riemann unction
of the mixed problem (1)-(5) in the previous note [1].

3. Expression of the secondary Riemann function F(x,y)
(--F,(x, y) in D,). The F(x, y) and F(x, y) are given by the following
ormulas.
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F,(x, y) + F,(x, y) respectively.
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From (11) and (1.) we have

(18) 1/R(’)= ,, [R(’)] exp {i(2k+ 1)h2}/[Ro(’)],+.
k=0

Since the case 0<y< h can be handled in the same way, we consider
here only the case y,)h. Substituting (18) in (16) and (17), we find

F,(x, y)= , --exp i{<x’-- y’, ’) + (x + (2/+ 1)h)i
/=0 Sm

(19) +(h_y)}Q(_2?)]C(O C(:)C(O C(;)

X [R([’)]d[/[Ro([’)]+P([) F,l,(x, y),
k=O

respectively, etc.
Every F,,(x, y) has to be interpreted in the sense of distributions with
respect to (x, y) (see (14) in [6]). Then it is permissible to deform the
integration contour [=--im log(2+]’]) into the contour [=--i
(0). Thus we get

F,,(x, y)= --exp i{<x’-- y’, ’--irO’} + (x + (2k + l)h)2?

+ (h_
c(-) c(2;)

In the same way we have

F,(x, y)=[ exp i{(x’--y’, $’--iy8’}--(x--(2k+
J
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F,,(x, y), respectively.
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F,(x, y), respectively.

Now we can apply the methods or more directly the results in [6], [9]-
[11] to the study of the singular supports of F,I,, F,, and F,
(=0, ,...).

The propagation o singularities (waves) due to a point source
(x"--y") and their reflection and refraction can be visualized by means
o figures which represent the location o singularities. Owing to
limited space we do not give here the formulas describing explicitly
the singular supports of E(x-y) and F(x, y). We only state the o1-
lowings. In the both cases where 0 y h and y h, the phenomenon
is different according as aa or aa. In the case Yn h, lateral
waves appear in general in the medium 9 when aa. In the case
0 y h, lateral waves appear in general in the medium 9 when a a
and they are trapped with reflected waves by reflection at the boundary
and at the inter2ace x h.

Remark 1. The method in this series o notes can also applied to
the study of the Riemann unctions o mixed problems in plane-stratified
media or more general hyperbolic differential operators treated in [10]
and [11], and it is not difficult to obtain the corresponding results.

Remark 2. Our treatment has some analogy with that o a study
on the singular supports of undamental solutions or hyperbolic finite
difference-differential operators in Kakita [4]. This was pointed out
by Proessor Kakita. It seems very interesting to investigate the
singularities o undamental solutions or more general hyperbolic con-
volution operators (see Kakita [4], [5]).
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